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‘Wearing White for Eastertide’ by Margaret Clarke, Oxfordshire
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STOP PRESS!
PROVERSE SPRING RECEPTION MOVED ONLINE
This year's Proverse Spring Reception, a literary event with prize announcements, brief
readings and talks, has been moved online. Four books will be launched: "Mingled
Voices 4: International Proverse Poetry Prize Anthology 2019", two single-author poetry
collections -- "H/ERO/T/IC BOOK" by Marta Markoska, and "The Year of the
Apparitions" by José Manuel Sevilla -- as well as the Sci-fi novel, "Professor
Everywhere" by Nicholas Binge. We will also announce the Finalists for the Proverse
Prize for unpublished book-length fiction, non-fiction or poetry 2019.
The online event will consist of a group of short videos (which may or may not, by 21
April, have been edited into two-parts to run one after the other); one each from
scheduled participants, with greetings and announcements by the International Proverse
Prizes Co-founders Dr Gillian Bickley and Dr Verner Bickley, MBE. As nearly as
possible, we will follow the previously planned programme of introductions, Proverse
Prizes announcements, readings and talks.
We will miss you in person. The silver lining is that some writers and poets will read of
introduce their launching book who otherwise could not, because they live far away. It
also means that, through this means, we can make the event accessible to a worldwide
audience.
Do subscribe now (at no charge) to the youtube channel named next. This means that you
should receive a prompt when the event starts on the evening of Tuesday, 21 April,
7.30pm, Hong Kong time. bit.ly/YoutubeChannel_PVHK
Or, if you prefer, simply go to the URL on Tuesday, 21 April, 7.30pm, Hong Kong time.
The video will remain available after 21 April for at least some period of time. You may
view it or review it after that date whenever you want while it remains available.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Among the books to be launched is H/ERO/T/IC BOOK by
Marta Markoska.
Andrew Simpson Guthrie has described the poems in the
collection, as, “Poems with a palpable sense of
passion which flips between love and hate, between hectoring
and urging on the beloved, between repairing the breach and
declaring the breach a necessary part of the exchange.
Lyrics which are almost over-the-top but exhibit enough
restraint to complete their ritualistic impetus: to exorcize as well
as to celebrate.”
Andrew Simpson Guthrie is author of Alphabet (Proverse
2015, International Proverse Prize Finalist, 2013)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Also being launched is the Sci-Fi novel, Professor Everywhere by
Nicholas Binge. This is a memoir of experiences at a UK
University written by the fictional Chloe Chan.
Of this, Pedro Llosa Vélez, author of award-winning The Visit, has
written that it is, “A wide metaphor of our times and of the infinite faces
that the academic world can take.”
David Stephens, Professor of International Education, Author of Purely
Academic, has described it as, “a nightmarish world of corridors and
doors appearing and disappearing, a surreal underworld that could have
been taken from a Greek myth.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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"Hong Kong Invaded! A '97 Nightmare".
Talk in 7 parts.
Introduction to the book, "Hong Kong Invaded! A '97
Nightmare" in 7 Parts. The talk was due to be given publicly
on 1 February 2020; but because of the novel corona virus
scare, the speaker, Gillian Bickley, videoed her talk for
showing at the event, asking the two other featured speakers
to show a powerpoint presentation consisting of illustrative
images from the book. These images are not shown in the
online video. They can however be seen in the book,
published by the University of Hong Kong Press. There is a
special offer (30% discount) from their online bookstore,
hkupress.hku.hk, valid up to 31 May 2020, when using the
code: “RAS-97NM”
"Hong Kong Invaded! A '97 Nightmare" is an edition of "The Back Door", a tale,
originally published as a serial in a Hong Kong daily newspaper, warning of inadequate
defences on the south side of Hong Kong island. It narrates the fictional fall of Hong
Kong to the combined forces of France and Russia. It does this, in order to argue that a
successful invasion could indeed occur.
Many Hong Kong residents of the time appear, their names presented in code, which
Gillian had pleasure in breaking.
The late Arthur Hacker provided sketches to illustrate the story and the book also
contains military maps and some stunning photographs.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPHfT5TYFAreCC5YvmONwiqGtgdacISvG
~~~
READ WHILE YOUNG!
George Herbert, two poems, 'Affliction (1)' and 'Easter'.

The English lexicographer and essayist, Dr Johnson, said we should read as much as we
can when young, because when we become adult we won’t have time.
There are words I remember from my own reading, fragments that I still find striking.
The internet means, often, that I can enter a few words and find the original source. A
phrase from a poem by English poet and divine, George Herbert, courtier then clergyman
of the Church of England, is one of those I have always borne in mind. How did I go
about finding the poem itself, given that I’d forgotten its name? First, I looked online for,
“Complete Poems of George Herbert”. I opened several poems, one by one, but failed to
find the key word that I was looking for, “just”. I then thought of looking online for,
“George Herbert concordance”, and found several available. Choosing one, I found
several hits for the word, “just”, none of the first many being what I was looking for. So I
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tried another key word, “bird”, fortunately, with only 14 occurrences. The concordance
made it clear which poem I wanted, although making a slight mistake in the title of the
poem.
The lines I wanted are, I found, from the poem, ‘Affliction (1)’. They are:
“I read, and sigh, and wish I were a tree—
For sure, then, I should grow
To fruit or shade ; at least, some bird would trust
Her household to me, and I should be just.”
Such humility! Such sadness! Such lack of a feeling of self-worth, of purpose!
--And the interesting concept, being “just”, which I take as meaning, “justification for
existing”; but which doubtless Herbert may have intended with a broader, theological
meaning, related to the idea of the separation of all human souls at the Last Judgement
into the “just” and the “unjust”.
I decided that I would like to share the whole poem and you can find the video of my
reading at: https://youtu.be/e8kZKFTZ9yI
On the same video, I also read George Herbert’s poem, 'Easter', with its celebration of the
glory of eternal life, in sight of which the sun of our earth is as nothing.
~~~
One of our four Finalists for the Proverse Prize 2019 has given many references to
support his text, including one which mentions the gospel singer, the late Mahalia
Jackson (1911-1972). One of her songs also mentions the concept of justice. -- “God is
just”. -I cannot thank Dr J.P. Linstroth enough for bringing Mahalia Jackson to our attention. I
have played what I can find online from her performances again and again. Readers who
do not know her (as well as those who do) may also like to listen particularly to her
singing two songs -- “Oh for a closer walk with God” (which includes the words, “the
Lord is just”) and also, “He’s got the whole world in His hand”. (The Jazzsingerschannel
gospelsection. Mahalia Jackson in Concert, 1961, Part 4)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OIacucYzW0
Some of the people listed among those whom the Lord holds “in His hand” in, “He’s got
the whole world in His hand”, are difficult to make out. But there is mention of “the little
bitty baby” and “The gambling man” . Eight years ago Laura Wright commented online,
“Mahalia's first husband was rumored to be a gambling man. There is a glorious
grounding to this song that is beautiful. Absolutely beautiful.”
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There are many comments online about Mahalia and her singing that are worth
looking at. One good example is from Cedric Dean, “11 months ago”: “Just hearing her
voice encourages me when I am discouraged Thank you Sister Jackson.”
If you want to know more about Mahalia, there is plenty online, including that she
sang at the inauguration of President John F. Kennedy in January 1961. In the 1950s and
’60s she was active in the civil rights movement. And in 1963 she sang the African
American spiritual, “I Been ’Buked and I Been Scorned”, for a crowd of more than
200,000 in Washington, D.C., just before civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr.,
delivered his famous “I Have a Dream” speech. (Encyclopedia Brittanica)
~~~
WORDS AND PHRASES NEW TO US
“He’s done it with bells on.”
“He didn’t get a glove on him.”
“The dog that doesn’t bark”
~~~
INTERESTING EDITING/UNAUTHORISED RELEASE OF VIDEO
The first time I heard the eagerly-awaited announcement by UK Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Rishi Sunak about Covid-19 aid to the self-employed, I heard the following
firm reassurance, “You will not be let behind”. The next time I listened to it I heard a
correction, “You will not be left behind”.
~~~
OTHER READING
Charles Kingsley (1819-1875)’s novel, Alton Locke, argues that how we treat the poor
can come home to roost in our own ill-health. I believe it has been argued that the
particular science in the book is faulty. But the general point is surely true. and being
demonstrated at the present time. -- Will self-interest dictate greater equity in access to
health care at reasonable cost in future?
KEEP WELL AND SAFE!
Proverse books are available in Hong Kong and worldwide
from our Hong Kong-based distributor, The Chinese University of Hong Kong Press,
www.cup.cuhk.edu.hk
as well as amazon.com, amazon.uk, etc., and many other online retailers internationally.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Address:
Proverse Hong Kong, Siena Two, Discovery Bay, Lantau Island, NT, Hong Kong, SAR.
Proverse Hong Kong Direct Telephone Line (office hours): [INT +859] 22593456
Email address: proverse@netvigator.com
Unsubscribe facility:
If you do not wish to receive further email messages from us, please reply to
proverse@netvigator.com, subject-line, “Unsubscribe”, showing clearly your email
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address concerned, and we will remove it from our email list immediately on receiving
your request.
地址：Proverse Hong Kong, Siena Two, Discovery Bay, Lantau Island, NT, Hong Kong,
SAR.
文韻香港電話(留言)直線：2259-3456
電郵地址：proverse@netvigator.com
取消接收選項：
如閣下不想再收到我們的電郵，請回覆此電郵。懇請清楚註明有關電郵地址，我們
將會把你的電郵地址從電郵通訊
删除。
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